The singular linear-quadratic control problem without stability is solved by means of a generalized dual structure algorithm in order to generate all optimal inputs. Funhermore it is shown that the optimal cost can be interpreted as the smallest non-negative rank minimizing solution of a certain matrix inequality. the so-called dissipation inequality.
Introduction
In this paper we shall consider semi-definite linear-quadratic control problems for continuoustime systems in which the cost functional is not positive definite w.r.l the control. In [2] these so-called singular problems were studied in depth and it was stated there that the optimal control is generally not unique. Whereas this feature of singular control problems has heen long recognized ( [3] , also [5] ), to the author's knowledge no straightforward calculation of all optimal controls is known up till now.
The present paper should be considered as an extension of [1] , in which for the first time distributions were introduced in the class of allowed inputs for the linear-quadratic problem. A 'right structure algorithm' ([1, Sec. 4]), then, characterized several notions from geometric theory which playa large role in singular control problems ( [1] , [2] ).
Here, we will define a modified structure algorithm. following the approach in [1] . This modified structure algorithm will prove to be useful in determining all inputs within the class of impulsive-smooth distributions ([1. Sec. 3]) that are optimal for the singular problem we consider. In fact, the algorithm enables one to compute the linear manifolds on which the optimal trajectories lie for positive times as well as the initial impulsive inputs which let the initial state value jump instantaneously onto these manifolds. Indeed, the smooth part of the state trajectory will be shown to consist of components which follow uniquely from a reduced order Riccati equation together with components that introduce non-uniqueness of optimal controls.
For reasons of surveyability, we will concentrate on infinite horizon problems only. Also, we will discuss in this article only the case where no endpoint conditions are imposed on the state trajectory. We will elaborate on problems with stability (problems where the state should vanish as time goes to infinity) in a forthcoming paper.
A second contribution to be presented here concerns the rank minimizing problem of the dissipation ~ ( [17] , [18] ). In [17] it was shown that the symmetric matrix, that defines the optimal cost for the linear-quadratic problem with stability, can be found as the largest element in the set of matrices that satisfy both the dissipation inequality and minimize the rank of the dissipation matrix. Here, we will give a complete characterization of all rank minimizing solutions of the dissipation inequality by means of the Riccati equation mentioned before. Thus it is shown in particular that the optimal cost for the problem without stability also may be interpreted as a rank minimizing solution of the dissipation inequality and is, in fact. the smallest non-negative one.
Outline
In Section 3 the problem is stated and the distributional setup from [1] is, in short, memorized.
Also some geometric concepts and a few properties coming along with them are mentioned. In Section 4 we will display the construction of the dual structure algorithm in full detail since it plays a central part in things to come. In addition. several relationships between the algorithm and subspaces of importance are revealed. The full solution of the infinite horizon singular control problem without stability, then, is stated in Section 5. There, a suitable state space decomposition is introduced in order to separate those parts where non-uniqueness in optimal control occurs from those components which are to be chosen uniquely. Finally, in the last Section, the dissipation matrix rank: minimizing interpretation of the optimal cost is discussed.
3. Problem statement and some geometric concepts Since our paper follows the conceptual setup of [1] , we will only mention the main features of that approach here and refer for the remaining details to [1] .
We will consider the finite-dimensional linear time-invariant system 1::
together with the quadratic cost-functional Since regular problems are understood completely ((12] , [13] , [18] ), it will be our standing assumption from now on that D is not left invertible.
Therefore we have to decide on the class of allowed distributional inputs and, as in [1] , we will restrict ourselves to the class of impulsive-smooth distributions C imp: Definition 3.1.
where D'+ is the set of distributions on JR with support on [0, co) ( [1] , [5] ), smooth elements of D'+ are regular distributions that are smooth on [0, co) and impulsive elements of D'+ are linear combinations of the Dirac distribution 0 and its derivatives (See for details on distributions [7] , also [5] ).
We recall the following crucial property of C imp:
C imp is closed under convolution.
To simplify notation, we denote convolution by juxtaposition, the 0 distribution by 1 and its k derivative by p. Thus, an impulsive distribution can be written as L aipi, where aj E IR fo~ i=O 0, 1, ... ,k and where pO is understood to be the 0 distribution 1.
Using straighforward extensions of distributional concepts to vectors and matrices, we are thus led to the distributional interpretation of (3.1 a):
px =Ax +Bu +Xo (3.2a) where Xo = XO' 1 = xoo and u e C::;p ( [1, Sec. 3] ). The solution of (3.2a) within D': is unique,
Thus. x is in Cl:n p and therefore Given the system (3.2), find J(xo) = inf J(xo,u) and calculate, if they exist, all optimal inputs.
The l£l.f::J!. with stability , to be discussed in a future article, may be stated as follows:
Given the system (3.2), find J (xo) under the side condition x (00) = 0 and calculate, if they exist, all optimal controls.
Since we are only interested in those inputs u for which y(xo 14) is regular. we will call these controls admissible ( [1] ), and the space of admissible inputs, which is system dependent, is denoted by U t. The structure algorithm in Section 4 enables one to characterize U E completely, as will be illustrated later on. However, before doing so, we will recall some geometric aspects of singular control first. Because of this result we will call V d := V + W the subspace of distributionally weakly :!!IlQll:
servable states.
The subspace V d allows one to decide on the right invertibility of the system l:.:
Definition 3.8.
The system l:. is right invenible if for every j e C:;"., there exists a u e C~p such that
The following statements are equivalent
. is right invenible.
(
The transfer function T(s) (see (3.3» is right invenible as a rational matrix.
Combination of Propositions 3.7. 3.9 leads to an answer to one of the questions in the LQCP without stability for right invenible systems.
Lemma 3.10.
The intersection of V and W. V (') W:= R. turns out to be strongly related to the notion of left invenibility:
The system 1: is left invertible if for all nonzero U E C:'p we have that
The following statements are equivalent:
is left invertible as a rational matrix.
For a left invertible system, the set of optimal controls for the LQCP, if not empty, always contains at most one element.
2.
Note that if R '" {OJ, then there are for every Xo E R at least two optimal controls for the LQCP without stability. This follows from Lemma 3.4 and Definition 3.6. In Section 5 we shall see that non-uniqueness in optimal control always occurs when R :F {O}. 
The generalized dual structure algorithm
In [1] the notion of 'dual structure algorithm' was introduced and applied to study the linear~ quadratic problem for left invertible sytems. Here, we propose an approach somewhat different from the one in [1, Sec. 4] in order to analyse linear systems which are not necessarily left invertible. Although the construction of the algorithm is rather lenghty and notationally involved, we would like to stress the method's significance in transforming the linear-quadratic control problem under consideration into a related control problem which is immediately solvable.
Now consider the system 1::
Step O. Assume that rank (D) =: qo < m. then yields the following description for 1:0 := 1::
where Bois left invertible since [~l is. [13] , [18] , [19] ) could have been applied to the system 1:}.
Part 2. Since B 1 is not necessarily left invertible. we may apply a transfonnation which selects only the independent columns of B l' To be more specific, assume that the invertible matrix Furthennore, the controls for ~ and I:z are linked by H 1(P):
Step (k + U
The system I.k+1 is given by 
and with
. .
it holds that We then obtain the following sytem that will be called ~+2: In order to exploit these results, we need some information on WO:) and Vd(I:a) first (here V d(I:a) denotes the weakly unobservable subspace associated with l:J. Here W(:EA:) denotes the strongly reachable subspace for :EA:'
Proof. To start, we agree on working with the system description (4.25) for :Ehl and (4.1) for I".o = 1:. Note that the strongly reachable subspaces for (4.25), (4.32), (4.34) and (4.36) are equal, and so are the distributionally weakly unobservable subspaces.
We now examine k = 0; the proof for 0 < k S (ex -1) runs analogously. In [1, Prop. 4 .17] similar relationships between subspaces of I".o and :Et were claimed.
. ,(ex -I), see (4.42). and thus, in particular, T I (s) = T (s) H o(s ) «4.9». Note further that T a(s) = T (s) H a(s)
Nevertheless we believe that a new proof was necessary since our system :E is not assumed to be left invertible.
2.
One may also show V(I: t ) {.:;;; V(l:t+l)' see DeL 3.6. These results will enable us to solve the LQCP completely. This will be shown in Section 5.
We conclude this Section with an explicit description for the set of admissible inputs U 1: (Sec. 3) , which obviously contains all optimal inputs for the LQCP (if existent). [12] , [13] , [18] , [19] ). It is generally agreed that one should compute the optimal solution of a regular problem by means of the Algebraic Riccati Equation associated with the system involved ([2], [12] ). In order to ensure solvability of the problem under consideration, stabilizability of the system is commonly preassumed. Thus, we assume here and let K-= _ T-_ _ be the smallest non-negative definite solution of (5.9).
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We will now state the main result of this Section.
Theorem 5,2.
Consider the LQCP without stability: 
Cz lLc z K-being the smallest non-negative definite solution of (5.9).
(ii) If U ~t (xo) denotes the set of optimal controls for the LQCP without-stability, then
where g(K-) is a matrix-valued distribution defined by
Consequently, there is generally more than one optimal trajectory. However, for any optimal trajectory, to be denoted by x*, it turns out that LcJx* (I == 1,2) is independent of x*. ... Hence, if xf* (I = 1.2) denotes the optimal trajectory for (5.8) obtained by the minimizing feedback law for Waf then Lc,X* = xf'" (I = 1,2) for any optimal trajectory x* and therefore is independent of x"'. We will elaborate extensively on the non-uniqueness of LaX* in the future article announced earlier.
This completes the proof of (i) and (ii). 3.
From (5.14) we immediately see that necessary for x(oo) = 0 is: 4(00) = 0 (I = 1,2).
Therefore Assumption 5.1 is necessaty for solvability of the LQCP with stability (see Remark I), whereas it is sufficient for solvability of the LQCP treated in the present article (see Remark 2).
4.
In the future article mentioned in Remark I, it will tum out that 4(oo} = 0 (1 = 1.2) can be also sufficiem for x(oo) to be zero.
We close this Section with the interpretation of Theorem 5.2 for left and right invertible systems (see Sec. 3). Therefore, let Assumption 5.1 hold. Remarks.
1. Note that for left invertible systems a. 6. The linear-quadratic control problem and the dissipation inequality
In [18] it was shown that a necessary condition for the quadratic fonn xbKxo to represent in! J(Xo. u) under any conditions on the long-tenn behaviour of the state is that the real sym-
• metric matrix K satisfies the dissipation inequality
Here F(K) is called the dissipation matrix ( [17] ), which for any n x n matrix K is defined by
(6.2)
BTK +DTC DTD
The dissipation inequality has been a topic of interest in several papers since its introduction, for instance in [18] . There it was noted that for the reguJar LQCP all rank minimizing solutions of (6. Recently, it was shown in [17] that for the singular LQCP with stability the symmetric matrix defining the optimal cost, denoted by K+, also is a rank minimizing solution of (6.1).
In this section we generalize the results in [17] . Here, it will be shown that for real symmetric matrices K: ~ (rank (F(K» = rank (T(s» «3.3» and that the rank minimizing solutions of (6.1) are solutions of a specified Algebraic Riccati Equation. Thus, in particular, K in Th. 5.2 turns out to be the smallest non-negative rank minimizing solution of (6.1).
First, observe that with every system we may associate a dissipation matrix. Now let According to lemma 6.1, we can concentrate on the inequality F a(K) ~ 0 in order to find the set of solutions for (6.1). Using (6.3), (6.4), it is then immediate that (6.5) and that Let K-denote the matrix in M R (n) denoting the optimal cost without stability. Then K-can be characterized as the smallest non-negative definite rank minimizing solution of (6.1).
Comment
Corollary 6.4 is in fact a characterization of the optimal cost for the LQCP without stability directly related to the coefficients of the original system, whereas e.g. Theorem 5.2 implicitly preassumes the knowledge of the system Ia obtained by the dual algorithm.
On the other hand we emphasize that the rank minimizing procedure actually is equivalent to the column generating process in the algorithm.
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Conclusions
The generalized dual structure algorithm is an appropriate instrument to compute all optimal controls for the singular linear-quadratic control problem without stability. Also, it has enabled us to give an elegant characterization of all rank minimizing solutions of the dissipation inequality. In particular we have proven that the optimal cost for the problem considered in this paper can be interpreted as the sm allest non-neiative rank minimizing solution of the dissipation inquality. The proof of (iii) is immediate from (A1.2) and CRjP; V; = CRjP; V; (il;+Ii'fJ:l + R;+IRl'+I) ' Note that (iii) implies that 
Remark
Note that UIC(pl -AavrlWa = 0 is a consequence of Lemma 1 (i) and Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 6.1. (F u(K) ) .
